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About This Content

The Chaos Pack includes three new vehicles for the Apocalyptic Wasteland tracks in Post Apocalyptic Mayhem.

New Vehicles:

The Fuzz! Even though the world has been destroyed and the only law survivors know is; kill or be killed, the 5-0 is still
cruising your neighborhood, but this cop is not here to serve and protect, it’s here to maim and destroy.

Weapons include:

Boom Zoom: Two incredibly violent six barreled grenade launchers that obliterates all vehicles in its
path.

Dough Boy: Side launchers that release numerous explosive donut bombs that blow apart enemy vehicles.

Road Block: Numerous intimidating spike strips that rip apart any vehicle that comes in contact with
them.

TOW’er: This tow truck doesn’t talk with a southern drawl and is not friendly with any race cars. This truck is all about
destruction and mayhem. If you’re stuck on the side of the road, this is the last truck you want to call for help.
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Weapons include:

Chops: This massive and violent hydraulic claw grabs and easily crushes any of its victims.

Steel Boot: Incredibly dangerous steel wheel boots are released and attach themselves onto enemy
vehicles.

Towed Terror: A towed car is menacingly released from the back of the vehicle and wipes out
everything it hits.

Ice Scream: When you hear this ice cream truck’s bell ringing, you get as far away as possible. This truck may look nice
and innocent from the outside, but at its core, there’s no sugary center, there’s nothing but sweet death for whoever gets
close.

Weapons include:

Flavor Bombs: The weapon fires small but very nasty scoops of ice cream that severely damage enemy
vehicles.

Cotton Candy Killer: Side mounted valves that release pink, fluffy and extremely dangerous cotton
candy.

Sweet Disaster: A violent launcher catapults enormous balls of frozen ice cream onto unsuspecting
opponents.
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You beautiful bastards did a great job making a very interesting text adventure and love the replayablility and diverse option to
pursue.. For a casual match 3 style game, this is really fun! Good variety of puzzles and conditions. Challenging but not such a
pain it's overly frustrating. Just perfect for wasting a bit of time. Now, I will say that I suffered from the save bug with this,
however the support is FANTASTIC! I was sent a replacement save file quickly and lost no progress at all. Few games are
without bugs. What counts is the way the developers handle the situation and I can't fault this team at all for their support!. I feel
misled and cheated. This is *only* Chapter One - at no place in the description or title is that made clear. If I had known, I'd
have waited for a full (or fuller, anyway) version. Perhaps I should have dug deeper, but it is the norm to post that info in the
description.

As far as the game itself: the art is very good. That's about all I can say positive.

The puzzles are very simple; however, you are often left hanging with inadequate input. While I don't expect to be hand-held,
basic info should be available (there is at least one puzzle where you can work it and work it - but nothing happens unless you
"activate" the pieces - which is not indicated at all, not even a simple "Hmm, this fits but something's missing"). Frustrating. Nor
is there any guide or indication that you can do things like combine pieces in your inventory; again, basic information.

The storyline is less than gripping, the scripting poor and the voice acting annoying. You cannot skip through it either, as far as I
was able to tell.

I generally enjoy this type of game as a light, relaxing activity. Between the lack of information, simplicity of the puzzles and
lack of fair description I have to downvote this, despite the very professional art. Simply not worth the price for one chapter.

. amazing and amiusing to play with a friend on the same PC or on-line. Not as good as I expected.
Or was my expectations are too high? I'm really not sure.

For 0.99\u20ac, it's not a bad deal. But I don't think i'l play with this again.. Just terrible, do not buy,
The font isn't legible at times... in a typing game, and the menu doesn't work.

. Paulliee TV

This game is one of the first games in the Sherlock Holmes game franchise, So of course it is a old game and in all fairness the
story and puzzles all still hold up well in todays market

But as all earlier Sherlock Holmes games the voice acting is quite bad and of course the interface and also the movement are
quite terrible, But if you can overlook these flaws then this is a game to enjoy for hours on end

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UY0gBfCKm3s. This game is something that I will never forget. It will eternally have a
place in my heart as a truly fantastic game that I adore to no end. I eat Jumpix, I dream Jumpix, I BREATHE Jumpix. My heart
sinks in my chest cavity when I was forced to close it, since my computer failed to handle it's amazing graphics! I recommend
this game to no end, you need to play it, you HAVE to play! Living without this game is a sin to games everywhere!

No, I'm not a furry.

Ok, that was a lie.. I loved playing it, unfortunately due to a mistake of steam it got refunded.

It's great for any platform gamer, it's got this magnety carry system with which you can carry your enemies corpses and throw
them into pits or into other enemies.

But on to steam's mistakes.
I bought the bundle of bundles with beep in it, but one of the games was crap and it said if I would refund that game it would
also take down a marble game and a ball shooting game and I would get 4 cents.
I was fine with that.
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But them steam without a warning refunded the whole collection and took beep away from me. unfortunately the bundle is also
gone from the sales so I can't get the games that I did want all back together.
I guess I'll have to wait to the next sale :( Steam isn't being helpful supportwise either.
Never in the entire process of refunding did it mention it would take down the other three bundles in the bundle of bundles. I
have now lost a game I loved dearly due to their miscommunication.
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BEST GAME EVER!!!!!!!!!!111!!!!!1!!1!!. replay the same level many times to get to the next level? no.. Like crunchy
neoretro? How about swords and sorcery? Tongue-in-cheek humor too? Then this leathery tough pixel platformer is just for
you! Tiny Barbarian is a bit much for most of the kids in the crowd, but all you aging NES brats who burn a candle for Robert
E. Howard will cop a stuzzy high from it.

LOVE IT!. My word I can't believe I forgot about this game! This game caused me so much misery! I normally don't mind rpgs
with stories (I love Neptunia and fairy fencer) but this game goes overboard with the mundane tasks department!

You will probably spend a few hours in the hub town before you are ever permitted outside! The characters aren't balanced, plus
one of them shows up so late you won't have any real need for her. Plus the meteorites that are used to improve the main
characters' 'magic' are limited meaning you can't max her abilities. But due to how many towns there are compared to battle
sections doing multiple playthroughs IS NOT WORTH IT!

And the music, my word the music in this game is ATROCIOUS. There's one particular town theme that you go to that really
grated on me during my playthrough, I never went back again.

Plus even better, THERE IS NO RUN BUTTON! Meaning you have a constant slow walk speed the entire game. I'm pretty sure
Echoes of Aetheria is done in the same visual style as this but they have a run button! That game is so much better and not solely
for that reason either!. The game itself is not bad. Atmosphere and graphics are quite good (early XXI century style), puzzles are
mildly challenging and quite entertaining, but the main character is incredibly annoying. Another "Dannazione" and some more
moaning about needing a drink? Please stop.
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